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QUESTION 1

You have created a new block and will be adding this block on every page. The block contains user-specific information
and cannot be cached. The block is added to the default.xml with: 

What does this accomplish? 

A. The block will be loaded on the store front using AJAX 

B. FPC will cache the block content for all cacheable pages 

C. FPC will be bypassed for this block and all other page content will be cached 

D. All store front pages are no longer cacheable 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

You are tasked to install an extension to the merchant\\'s Magento instance. 

The extension is developed by the company called MyCompany and its codebase is available from all four locations
listed below. 

Which two installations options do you choose from to prevent version conflicts during upgrade? (Choose two.) 

A. Clone the code from GitHub and put it into the vendor directory 

B. Download the extension code from the developer\\'s website, and put it into app/code 

C. Use Magento web setup wizard to pull the code from Magento\\'s composer repository 

D. Use composer CLI to pull the code from MyCompany\\'s repository 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

You have added a new attribute origin of the type varchar to the product entity. 

Which two calls will filter a product collection with origin set to "California"? (Choose two.) 

A. $collection->addFieldToFilter(`origin\\', "California"); 

B. $collection->addAttributeToSelect(`origin\\', "California"); 
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C. $collection->joinAttribute(`origin\\', `catalog_product/origin\\', `origin\\', `California"); 

D. $collection->addAttributeToFilter(`origin\\', "California"); 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to add a new text attribute to all products in the Magento store. When this attribute is displayed on the product
page, its values must be different depending on the selected language. Keeping simplicity in mind, how do you add this
attribute? 

A. Use the Magento CLI to create a new custom attribute, then generate dictionaries for all supported languages 

B. Use a Data Patch to create a new EAV attribute 

C. Add a new column to the catalog_product_entity table using declarative schema 

D. Use the admin panel to create a new extension attribute 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

How can you access the select query of a collection? 

A. You can only access the select query after the collection has been loaded by calling the public method query() 

B. It is stored in a protected variable $query and can only be accessed from the inside of a collection class 

C. You can get it by using public method getSelect() which returns an instance of Magento\Framework\DB \Select 

D. The select query is not available in the collection class, it will be generated by the MySQL adapter right before
executing a query 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://mage2.pro/t/topic/610 
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